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Do ya hear me out there?: Students and faculty didn't miss a beat when Dick Gregory delivered his message.
By Richard White

Editor in Chief
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Activist, comedian, leader, writer,
and entrepreneur Dick Gregory made a stop
at Prairie View A&M University Feb. 26 to
close the Black History Month festivities.
Gregory made the best of his visit by
having a 4 p.m. luncheon in the President's
Dining Hall with the president, faculty, staff,
and a few students. Gregory visits college campuses year-round in hopes of enlightening the
future and exposing the truth. After a brief introduction by President Wright, the 76-yearold Greogry shared jokes, stories, and history
throughout the luncheon. Gregory professed
his love for black universities by saying, "I
thank God I didn't go to a white school so I
can know not to send my children there. If
you write down 100 world renowned AfricanAmericans, 98 of them will be from a black
university."

Gregory was composed, collected,
and calm. There were moments when he was
arp humorous, and showed a little arcasm.
e threw out cts, analogies, storie , an narra ves from slavery to modern times.
Gregory didn't eat as he has his own
nutrition plan that he follows. He encouraged
the students and staff to walk the campus to
feel the history and rhythm.
Later that night, Gregory addressed
the student body. The master of ceremony was
sophomore Kyle Maronie. Freshman Clynese
Glenn opened the program with the Black National Anthem, as Dean Lewter delivered the
invocation. Johnnie Jones III gave the welcome, and next was Spiritual Expressions with
a dance tribute.
The introduction of the speaker was
given by Anita Jones, Oba Tsare Woodyard,
Malcolm Copeland, and Kara Willis.
Once Gregory spoke, the audience
listened. There were moments when he made
the audience hang on his every word. He made
them laugh, and even got it so quiet you could
hear a pen drop. He had a message for ev-

eryone, young and old. He told the students,
"Don't come to school to make a living, come
to school to live. Do whatever you can to make
tlii institution remain h
now."

Gregory told bow he saved Michael
Jackson's life. During the trial a few years
back, the stress took a toll on Jackson. Gregory said he drove Jackson to a county hospital to avoid the chaos of a city hospital. Once
he got treated and checked in, the doctor told
Gregory that Jackson was six hours away from
dying. Gregory urged students to think critically, look deeper into issues, and research the
past that society shows.
In his closing, Gregory walked off to
a standing ovation, thanked the president, and
told the audience to be in love with itself.
Junior Paul Chaney said, "Dick Gregory is one of the last ones left, the amount
of knowledge he carries is second to none. I
grew up learning about him and his civil rights
counterparts and to see him in person was
more moving to me than Obama visiting Prairie View."
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Take your seat please: Listeners sit, enjoy and laugh while listening to Dick Gregory (All photos by Ronald Smith).

Cultural program leaves mark at Prairie View
RyanRudd
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"The time has come to set childish
things aside," were the first words spoken by
President Obama on Jan. 20 in Washington
D.C., during his inaugural address. When
Obama spoke those words, he did so hoping to
inspire change throughout our nation.
On Feb. 28 another piece of Obama's
legacy for change was fulfilled, as "Sankofa"
was held here at Prairie View A&M University,
in the MSC auditorium. Sankofa is a African
term that means reaching back into your origins, which is what Bishop Gideon Adjei and
several of his colleagues are attempting to do
in the Prairie View community.
Bishop Adjei, founder of Adjei Ministries and Evangelistic Network, and Mayor
Frank Jackson came together in collaboration
to host this event, which they believed was
necessary in order to bridge the gap between
African-Americans and indigenous Africans

living within the American community. According to Adjei, "We are here today t? try
to bridge a gap that lies between all African.Americans. We are all of the same ancestry, so
it is imperative that we form a bond with each
other, and strengthen our relationship."
In concurrence with Adjei, Jackson
ad~ed, "The elitist or royal families of _these
African tribes are here on behalf of their ancestors to apologize to African-Ame~cans
for the role that their ancestors played m the
Trans-Atlantic slave trade that took place in
the 1500s. They want to do so, because they
believe that is ultimately the first step in bridgi~g the gap that lies between Africans and Afncan-Americans."
The event was highlighted by seven
speakers from seven different African countries including Ghana, Sudan, and Nigeria,
three of the richest nations in Africa. A cultural dance was also performed by the Ghana Dance Ensemble, that chose to perform
at this event on behalf of its country. The
group offered a praise dance to the audience

as a sign of peace and to also pay homage to
ancestors. The performance by the Ghana
Dance Ensemble was followed by a few words
of encouragement given by Dr. Femi Babablola of Nigeria. Babablola who eemed to
be very honored to be speaking at the event,
said, "It's a good thing for Africans in diaspora to come together and have a reunion with
African Americans."
Joseph D. Harrison, better known
as Joe Diamond, was one of the many audience members in attendance for this event.
When asked how he felt about this event he
explained, "First off, it's an honor to be here.
The significance of this event is to eliminate
the gap that lies between people of African descent. We all share close ties to each other, and
African-Americans as a whole should embrace
their African roots more."
According to Mayor Jackson, the
Sankofa movement will continue here at
PVAMU, "We hope to have more events like
this in the future so that we can enlighten students on their African roots."
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Michael Dixon and VisZion shower up praises at DVD recording President Wright

hosts book rev~ew
By Alyssa Rhodes
Panther Intern

By Ronald Smith, lhe Panther

Praise Him: Michael Dixon and VisZion sing praises during a live DVD recording of their upcoming album "Unrestricted."
By Delray Williams and
Alyssa Rhodes
Panther Interns

Students filled the Memorial Student Center auditorium
Tuesday, Feb. 24, to attend the anticipated MichaefDixon and VisZion
live DVD recording. This was VisZion's first big concert that showcased
their up-and-coming album titled
"Unrestricted," and gave them a
chance to truly encourage the student body through their ministry of
song.
Hosting the program was
senior Rudy Knight, a member of
Phi Mu Alpha music fraternity, who
introduced the kick off for the concert with praise and worship led by

the praise team. Junior health major
LaDonna Green was second in the
opening act, inspiring the audience
with a praise dance. Knight then
gave a brief history of the Baptist
Student Movement (BSM) before
they came to the stage for the last
selection of the opening act. They
entertained the crowd with one song
before leaving the stage, and were
able to get the students to their feet
and sing along with the choir.
Michael Dixon and his
group VisZion came to the stage
along with their band "FeedBack"
where they poured their hearts out
to the students through songs of
praise. The first half of the show
consisted of seven songs and a special guest appearance by Minister
James Mable, who lead the song
"God is Able." Students all over the
auditorium were in a state of worship as VisZion sang, along with

Dixon ministering to their peers.
Junior criminal justice
major, Latoya Wolfe said, "I thought
their performance was breath-taking. It was truly a performance that
both touched and moved my spirit."
After the first half, intermission consisted of the PV Mimes
and a new and upcoming group
Kevin Lee and Surrender. Lee, who
is also a tenor in VisZion, was able
to showcase him and his group for
the first time on the campus at Prairie View.
"The program was enlightening and inspirational. It's incredible how our campus has so much
talent," said junior biology major,
Melissa Reeves.
The Michael Dixon and
VisZion concert on DVD and album will be avaiki.ble for purchase
within the upcoming year.

All smiles at
student expo
By Lion el Mo sby Jr. and
Lynn Smith Jr.
Sports Editor and
Panther Contributor

By Ronald Smith, The Panther

Unrestricted: Dixon sings his
heart out at last week's concert.

University police Kappa Alpha Psi hosts Black in America seminar
the affect of the economy, especial- Mike Vick and O.J. who put theminvestigate death By Nastashia Matlock
ly on new African-American college selves above the community but they
of child on campus
By Jerrell Allen
Managing Editor

The Prairie View A&M University Office of Public Safety is currently investigating the death of a
child who passed away shortly after
being born last month on campus.
The mother, a 19-year-old
sophomore pre-nursing student,
reportedly brought the child to the
campus health clinic in a blanket
and a travel bag.
When the baby arrived it
had no pulse and was not breathing.
According to the Houston Chronicle, she was believed to have been
at least 34 weeks pregnant when she
gave birth.
Shortly after the incident, Justice of the Peace Dewayne
Charleston ordered an inquest into
the death of the child.
Sheleah
Hughes,
the
university's public relations director, said, "Waller County has not
launched an investigation. It is true
that we're going to work closely
with them, but it was a death that
occurred on campus, so it is in our
jurisdiction."
According to Hughes, the
decision regarding whether or not
to press charges against the mother
will be made once the investigation
is completed.
Lt. Webb reported that the
mother has been very cooperative in
the investigation, but more developments will surface as the campus
police department completes its investigations.
"She's still a student, she's
still enrolled and taking classes,"
said Webb.
Hughes added, "these kinds
of events are important because students must realize that there are resources available to them."

Panther Intern

The Zeta Beta chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
hosted its second seminar for the semester titled "The Truth": Black In
America on Tuesday Feb. 24 in the
MSC Senate Chambers.
"The idea was stemmed
from a follow up on the CNN special
Black in America," Kwasi Anane,
member of Kappa Alpha Psi said. "I
thought the show was very instrumental to our society and being that
we are one of the oldest and first
HBCUs in America this would be a
great way to discuss the major issues
facing both our [African-American]
communities and the world."
The seminar was held with
panelists including students, professors and members of the Road to
Change group.
"We decided to have a seminar in a roundtable style to show the
sincerity of the discussion," Anane
said.
Anane asked the panelists
several questions about issues affecting the African American population. The first question dealt with

graduates.
William Foster, a panelist, stated that "African-Americans
make 35 percent less than their
white counterparts."
This statement switched
the discussion to what AfricanAmericans and students at Prairie
View can do to better themselves
and change that statistic.
"The conversation in the
community needs to be changed,"
panelist and junior Paul Chaney
said. "There are so many people at
PV with great ideas but they don't
act upon them because we, as a
people, are not risk-takers."
Black athletes and rappers are individuals who took a
chance to continue to strive and be
successful at what they are doing.
The next question discussed was
why African-Americans run the
sports and music industry but not
other aspects and bow it could be
changed.
"We've been bamboozled
to think we run these areas," panelist and junior Aida Fall said. "Just
because Kobe's on the front line
think about who owns the team?
Someone is still signing his checks
at the end of the day."
"We have individuals like

Students and administrators got the chance to m!ngle an~
openly share opinions dunng President George Wright's annual book
review held in the student lounge on
Feb. 25. Wright dedicated this year's
review to President Barack Obama.
The book Wright reviewed
was Obama's "Dreams From My Father," and the discussion was over
all of the cultural issues that we as
African-Americans face, whether it
be race or gender. The book review
gave everyone the opportunity to
discuss different topics ranging from
black America, to the perceptions of
women toward black men.
The event started with a
general overview of the book by
Dr. Lauretta Byars, who said that
the overall theme of the discussion
would be "Who Am I?"
"I really enjoyed seeing and
listening to all of our administrators
in such a laid-back, and intimate
setting," said sophomore Chelsea
Brown.

On Feb. 26, Students In
Free Enterprise hosted the 4th Students Entrepreneurs Expo as a part
of their Entrepreneurs Week in
MSC.
The event was created to
give student entrepreneurs exposure
and experience in marketing and
sales strategies. During the expo,
business owners showed off their
products to prospective customers.
"I really enjoyed the atmosphere and the turnout during the
day," said Paul Chaney, creator of
Natural Mystics.
This year's venue featured
eight student entrepreneurs offering goods and services ranging from
pampering products to computer repairs.
Overall, student participants and observers alike favored
this year's event.
"I think the school should
make a conscious effort to have
events like this more often," said
Chaney. "We have to push entrepreneurship in our community and it
starts at this level."

have to realize you're loved as long as
you can provide," Wilson said. "The
tables turn when you can np longer
provide."
The panelists agreed that
it was not the entertainers' job as a
whole to educate the African-American communities, but they felt they
did have a social responsibility.
"I don't have a problem with
the entertainers but I feel they have a
social responsibility to us," Chaney
said.
Hip-hop has had a big influence on the African-American community for years whether the influence has been negative or positive.
The next question discussed the affect hip-hop has.
"We really need to work on PV poetry slam team
ourselves,'' Dr. James T. Jones III
said. "The rappers peeped the game competes in regionals
and are ma]cjng money, but there are
people in Ghana who want to be us
and it's sad because they look at our By Lionel Mosby Jr.
Sports Editor
entertainment as mere reality."
The lengthy discussions
switched from subject to subject several times with the ending statements
all referring back to what individuals
at Prairie View A&M University can
The Prairie View Producdo to better themselves and the Af- tive Poets,_ also known as Triple P,
rican-American communities around competed m the Association of Colthem.
lege Unions International's Poetry
Slam on Feb. 27 and 28. The region
12 slam was hosted and held on the
campus of Texas A&M _ Corpus
Christi.
.
Six
teams
competed
agamst the team in the weekend
event. Thasia 'Trademark' Madi~o_n, M~lcolm 'Redd' Bevel, Timothy
.;1;bo Woods II, and Willie 'Will
e Rhodes were selected to represent the PV team while Willie Sowell, called 'Willie P' competed in and
won the fifth wheel competition.
.
Prairie View competed
ag~mst LSU, Texas Southern, HenCollege, the University of Arnsas-Fayetteville and Sam H
ton.
ous

:clcs
The truth in black America: Panelists discuss issues within the African-American community.

£
"We are ready and equipped
o~ what the nationals have to offer "
~~id slam team master Emanuel~e
utspoken' Bean. "In regionals we
g_ot a chan~e to size up the competition. We Will definitely wreck."
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President Obama embracing crisis as opportunity
By Liz Sidoti
Associated Pres

WASIII GTON - Like
other presidents saddled with a
crisis, Barack Obama is embracing
the worst economic conditions in a
generation as an opportunity to advance an audacious agenda that, if
successful, could reshape the country for decades to come.
The flip side: He could fall

victim to grandiose plans and toohigh expectations if he doesn't deliver.
It's clearly a chance he's
willing to take.
"We are a nation that has
seen promise amid peril and claimed
opportunity from ordeal. Now we
must be that nation again," Obama
told the ailing and anxious country
last week. "Now is the time to act
boldly and wi ely."
In his first five weeks, in his
first budget and in his first address
to Congress, Obama has made clear
he's plowing ahead with his ambi-

tious big-ticket cBffiPaign promises
' At the same ~itne, he's try~
10
ing to reverse a ~
?he inherited, by rescuing the anking, housing
and financial sectors.
He wants to free the country from its foreign_ oil dependence,
improve early chil~ood schooling, curb global wanning, withdraw
troops from Jraq, overhaul tax laws,
fix transportation arteries, rehabilitate the U.S. image abroad and even
find a cure for cancer.
This week, he'll hold a
health care summit to start a mas-

sive overhaul he hopes to complete
in 2009.
"I think that we are at an
extraordinary moment that is full
of peril but full of possibility, and I
think that's the time you want to be
president," Obama told PBS' "The
NewsHour With Jim Lehrer" in an
interview Friday. "I think there's a
sense that right now we are having
to make some very big decisions that
will help determine the direction of
this country, and in ways large and
small the direction of the world for
the next generation."

pJ/ Scudenc .Eiousing
Now leasing
Furnished/ Unf"urnished units
Cable., Washer~ Dryer Included
Starting at $440.00 a month

,i~J!
&/u,-t~~

~......,~'Y-

Peak realty
24687 Richards Road
Prairie View., TX
979-921. -9530

"And I won't lie to you. I
wish that they weren't all having to
be made at once. It would be nice to
be able to stage them on one another," Obama added.
Big questions hover over
his broad vision. Can Obama win
enough support from lawmakers
and the public to accomplish what
he wants ,,vithout major changes?
If so, will his prescriptions for the
country's ills work?
Politically, he's betting the
rewards will be worth the risks. And
there are many, as he tries to do so
much so early in his presidency, with
the country so deep in disarray.
"'The major one is that you
don't know what you're doing, that
you move quickly without really
understanding the problems," said
Stephen Wayne, a Georgetown University government professor: But,
he added, Obama has compensated
by studying the issues and appointing an experienced Cabinet.
Obama could spread himself too thin to make the lasting
change he promised as a candidate.

BROOKS LANDING APARTMENTS

~4444 RICHARDS ROAD
936-857-9S33
WWW.BROOKSLANDINGAPTS.COM

ONE MILE FROM CAMPUS

1Xt
$675

2X2
$495/$520

4X2
$415

PRICES FOR EACH ROOM!!
ALL ROOMS INCLUDE: ALL BILLS PAID
CABLE (3 PREMIUM), WASHER & DRYERS IN EACH APARTMENT,
BUILT IN DESKS AND CEILING FANS

Grab a new McDonald's"' custom made creamy latte,
chocolatey mocha or frothy cappuccino made with freshly
ground espresso beans, steamed whole or low-fat milk
and all your favorite flavors.

lllfcl.r1€
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Referendum Ballot results
Athletic Fee
Sec.54.5393.INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS FEE: PRAIRIE VIEW
A&M UNIVERSITY.
(a) The Board of Regents of the
Texas A&M University System
may impose an intercollegiate
athletics fee increase on each student enrolled at Prairie View A&M
University from $to/semester

credit hour with a cap not to
exceed $150 to 12.60/semester credit hour and removal
of the $150 cap.
(b) The fee may not be imposed

unless approved by a majority vote
of the students of the university
participating in a general student
election held for that purpose.
(c) The amount of the fee per semester credit hour may be increased up
to five percent from one academic
year to the next only if approved
by a majority vote of the legislative
body of the student government of
the university. If the amount exceeds five percent, the increase
must also be approved by a majority vote of the students of the uni-

By Ronald Smith
Photo Editor

versity participating in a general
student election held for that purpose.
(d) A fee imposed under this section may be used to develop and
maintain an intercollegiate athletics program at the university.
(e) A fee imposed under this section is in addition to any other fee
authorized by law and may not
be considered in determining the
maximum amount of student services fees that may be imposed under section 54.503.

Against

For

□ 273

IP,£

~ 293

What activities would you like to see
on campus during the weekend:

"I want to see more night activities,
like a poetry spot so I can hang out
with my friends."

Joseph Collier
Junior
Business Management

-Student Service Fee
(a) It is proposed that the

PVAMU institutional cap
increase from $150 to $160
per semester.
(b) The amount of the institutional cap may be increased

up to five percent from one academic year to the next only if
approved by a majority vote of
a legislative body of the student
government of the university. If
the amount exceeds five percent,

For

~282

the increase must also be approved by a majority vote of
the students of the university
participating in a general student election held for that purpose.

Against

"I want to see a dance in the new
gym, and play old school music,
and take it back to the
high school days."

□ 280

Asia Farris
Sophomore
Education

SGA Presents "Meet the Senators"
Bring your questions to your college senators
March 9, 2008
6 PM in the MSC Ballroom
Voice your concerns!

Viewpoint: 20 Questions
How safe is too safe? Can
too safe also be too dangerous? What
if your safety could be detrimental?
Granted, I love the great and illustrious Prairie View A&M University,
but the majority of students and a
plethora of faculty members do not
push the envelope enough to make
PVAMU the top tier institution that
the delegates in the Texas House
and Senate swears it is.
I know this doesn't apply
for all professors, but we need more
of our faculty members to demand
programs that are more suitable
for students at this university in
this technological age. I definitely
realize funds are desperately needed for these suggestions, but how
many professors have searched for
available resources, programs, and
software that can be implemented
without huge amounts of cash or
CREDIT? How many professors
have pressured students into becoming better scholars, professionals, and PRODUCTIVE members of
society? How many students can say
all their professors challenge them
in the classroom? How many faculty
members have battled with the administration over issues that would
make this school better for all its
constituents?
Numerous times we find
that there are limited people who
can represent the positives of the
preceding question. I don't understand why professors act so timid,
but I most certainly can't figure out
how students can let people (including other students, faculty, and administration) run over and through
them. They don't even dispute the
administration when they ask for
more money and proclaim that it

is best for us without the students'
opinions being interjected. The students here at PVAMU, as well as the
alumni of the glorious legacy, need
to be more vocal, because everything
that happens inside this institution
affects us. Whether it is an increase
in the athletic and student service
fee, a construction project that takes
away much needed parking spots,
funds that are mishandled when appropriated, or maintenance employees who suck at their job, it all still
affects us tremendously.
How can students sit back and
let the administration beat around
the bush with their answers to every
substantial question? How can students puncture this school's image
to the outside world by throwing her
under the bus for every inadequacy?
When will students start to understand that the beautification of this
campus is in their hands as much as
the janitorial servers who clean behind them? When will students put
their full effort into their studies and
reject the mediocre professors who
run our classrooms?
Now, there is no bickering
about the improvements that this
institution needs, only in the way we
go about solving those needs. I am
tired of the administration asking us
as students, and the faculty, to support efforts for change and improvement when they slack and act as if
they couldn't care less about their
constituents. I know there are plenty of administrators who love Prairie View A&M University, but I do
believe many of our administrators
do not bleed purple and gold. When
will we start to stand up and challenge the leaders of this institution
to work on our behalf? When will we

challenge them to create an effective plan of actim for this university
that faculty, ahtnni, and students
can follow? When will the administration put a conscious effort into
securing funds from private donors?
When will we stop acting like "House
Negroes" who are dependent on the
dog scraps falling from the table of
Texas A&M University?
This school has been known
to push the envelope on topics outside the campus community and into
state politics, but when will we turn
the mirror on ourselves, analyze our
flaws, and more importantly, implement 's trategies to offset them and
eventually wipe them away? When
will we stop being lazy by taxing the
faculty and students for our institutional fundraising? When will we
finally put our whole heart into finding funds to increase the marketability of this academic and athletic
institution? When will we stop being
the nice, tolerant campus and finally
rocket our peers, students, alumni,
faculty, staff and beloved Prairie
View A&M into greatness? What do
you think?
Disclaimer: This viewpoint is not
being presented to send any faculty
or administration to the unemployment line or throw any student leaders under the bus. This viewpoint
was drafted to create positive friction so that collectively students,
alumni, faculty, and administration,
can help PVAMU to actually become
the GREAT and ILLUSTRIOUS institution that it should be.

--Lionel Mosby Jr.

"We need to put a DJ in the MSC
on the weekends so we can relax
while we eat."

Jeff Burns Jr.
Freshman
Electrical Engineering

"More games and movie nights. A
kickball tournament would be cool
because that was my favorite game
when I was younger."

Sylvesha Cooper
Junior
Business Managment

"More social activities that will
help build the weekend social life
to keep more students here on
the weekends instead of
going back home."

Oba Tsare Woodyard
Senior
Psychology

Viewpoint: A response from Village maintenance
First of all, we, at maintenance, are a tid bit insulted due
to the falsehoods that this paper
"PREACHED" about us, in last
week's paper. For the most part, we
go over and beyond the call of our
duties, in efforts to satisfy and comfort our residents!
I just wonder if "the blamers" informed you how they overflow toilets with personal items and maintenance and housekeeping rush to
the rescue; or, did anyone announce
that they and their roommates,
friends, cousins and baby's mom-

mas are housing pets here, in the
villages, as if these rule breakings
are legal and consistent with their
leasing contracts; or, did any one qf
these perpetrators let you know that
these pets chew electrical cords, tear
sofas and chairs and badly stain the
carpet, leaving a very strong odor of
urine. These are just a few examples
of what was not "let out of the bag."
Perhaps Ms. Whitney Harris
didn't take the time to investigate
the issues of her article. Maybe,just
maybe, she doesn't desire to be as
great as Fox 26's Isaiah Carey, or the

late great Marvin Zindler. Oh, how
I do wish that Ms. Harris could conceive the idea that she could be an
up and coming oprah, or better. As
long as one gets the facts, stick to the
truth, and not be biased, I believe
that one can be as great as any of the
aforementioned.
Ms. Harris last week's story was
good for go~ip and strife, but it
wasn't true.

--n,nothy W. Smith

"I_want to see the school take road
tnps to fun spo~ like Fiesta Texas
or Schhtterbahn."

Chanel White
Senior
Education
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Lady Panthers basketb a~l team keeps winning
;B:y-;Jam:::-:-es-:M~o_tt_o_n_II_ _ __

11 apiece. Freshman Robin Jones
continued to give the Panthers quality minutes off the bench as she also
contributed 11 points to the win.
On Monday, March 2,
the Lady Panthers were on a misThe Lady Panthers bas- sion to capture their 14th straight
ketball
team
continued therr
. con~
.
win against the Lady Bulldogs of
1erence-wmning streak b
.
th
Y runmng Alabama A&M University. The Lady
past e Lady Hornets, 78-41 and Panthers jumped out to a 15-4 lead
the Lady _Bulldogs, 73-57. The 'team on a Shondria Combs three-pointer
used a stingy defense on both d
at the 14:18 mark in the second half.
to keep ~eir commanding first pl:~: Smith was able to extend the lead to
standing m the SWAC.
15 (32-17) on a lay-up with 5:25 left
The first game took place in the first half. Prairie View went
Saturday, Feb. 28, as the Lady Pan- into intermission with a 37-24 lead.
thers played the Lady Hornets of
In the second half, Werema
Alabama State University in Mont- connected on a jumper to give the
gomery, Ala. In the first half the Panthers a 50-37 lead with 13:40 left
Lady Panthers came out with au- on the clock. The Lady Panthers shot
thority, jumping out to a 16-0 lead remarkably well from the field conat the 10:32 mark, on a pair of free necting on 60 percent of their shots
throws by Twila Stokes. Prairie View in the second half. The Panthers left
shot fabulously from the arch as they with a 73-57 win with Werema leadshot so percent from three-point ing the charge with 23 points and
range. The Lady Panthers ended nine rebounds. Smith contributed
the half taking a 32-21 lead into the 21 points as she went 9-for-9 from
locker room.
the free throw line.
In the second half, the Lady
The Lady Panthers will
Panthers continued their offensive play their final two games at home
surge as they increased the lead to against Alcorn State University and
By Ronald Smith, The Panther
15 (44-29) on a Candice Thomas Southern University on Thursday
three-point play at the 16:32 mark. and Saturday, March s and 7. The Plat e appearances: The Panthers had trouble producing runs against the Jaguars.
Prairie View's defense was indomi- team has now locked down first
table as they forced Alabama State's place in the SWAC tournament, but
Panthers were picked second.
runs in the top of the second inning
shooting to a low 17 percent from they are seeking to get revenge for By Dontae McCrary
The Feb. 28 matchup was after a hit by pitch and a walk from
the field in the second half. The Lady their only conference loss thus far, Panther Staff
a double header and the Panthers Panthers pitcher Mark Almaguer.
Panthers finished off the game 78-41 which came in their first conference
took the first game. Both pitchers After scoring two more runs in the
led byThomas'17points. Dominique match against the Lady Jaguars
from the Jags and the Panthers were third inning the Panthers offense
Smith and Gaati Werema also had from Baton Rouge. Both games tip
pitching shutout baseball until the was stopped by Jaguars Pitcher DanThe Prairie View A&M
strong performances, chipping in off at 5:30 p.m.
5th inning when the Panthers of- iel Garcia, who returned the favor of
baseball team is gearing up for con- fense got going. They scored all of Salter in the first game and pitched a
ference play and has a few more non- their s runs in the 5th and 6th in- complete game for the Jaguars. The
conference tests before the heart of nings. The Jaguars made a rally in Jaguars offense picked up and they
Track and field teams compete for Indoor crown their
conference schedule. On Feb. the top of the 7th inning and pro- won the second game 5-3.
24 the Panthers took on the Sam duced two runs. That was all that seOn Sunday the game to
ters and Corrina Brown finished 3rd Houston State Bearkats at Don SumBy James Motton II
break
the
tie between the conference
nior
Pitcher
Terry
Salter
gave
up
as
in long jump with a 5.66 meter leap. mers Stadium in Huntsville,Texas.
Panther Staff
he pitched a complete game allow- foes went in favor of the Jaguars.
For the men's team, Justin
The Panthers' pitching staff
Williams was tabbed in for second kept the SHSU offense quiet until ing seven hits and giving up 2 runs. The Panthers couldn't overcome erplace in the high jump as teammate the bottom of the third inning. Two The Panthers were led offensively by rors and pitching struggles in the top
On Feb. 28-March 1, the Reginald Mayes finished 5th in the walks by the PVAMU pitcher and infielder John Villapondo's two hits. of the fourth inning and were down
In the second game of the 9-2. Despite producing 10 hits the
men's and women's track teams event. In the 300 meter run Alonzo one error by the Panthers helped
double
header
the Panthers' offense Panthers could only produce 3 runs
competed at the 2009 indoor SWAC Edwards came in 3rd. with a time of the Bearkat offense exploded with 5
scored
in
the
bottom
of the first in- and lost the third game 10-3 to the
championships.
8:55. Brandon Hicks was just short runs. At the top of the fourth inning
ning.
The
Jaguars
answered
with 2 Southern Jaguars.
The women's team finished of a first place win, as he was able to the Panthers' bats responded with 2
5th overall. Alexis Tanner performed come in 2nd in the Boo-meter-run hits that produced one run and left
extremely well as she finished 1st with 1:56 run.
one base runner QJl. base. Down 5-1
in the triple jump with 12.31 meter
Please, continue to support the Panthers gav up 2 more runs in
jump and she also placed 4th in the the men's and women's track teams the bottom of the fourth inning and
hurdles. Latoya Gill was able to fin- as they compete in the PV/TSU Dual 3 more in the bottom of the fifth inish 3rd in pole vault with 2.81 me- Meet on March 12 at Prairie View.
ning. The Panthers' only run came
from the fourth inning and the Panthers lost the game 12-1.
The Panthers hosted their
Tennis teams flex their muscles in SWAC East-West
first conference opponent on Feb.
28 and March 1 against the Southern
performance yielded their sole loss, Jaguars. The Jaguars were picked
By Ronald Smith, The Panther
By Cedrick Wilson
to a game Alcorn ·State team 4-2. in the preseason to finish first in
Panther Staff
However, the men quickly recovered the SWAC western division and the Erring: Panthers look to cut down on mental mistakes.
for the afternoon session as they
battled through a cold front to dispose of Alabama State in a match in
When asked about his which Cochran described his team
team's chances at a SWAC title, as "mentally tough". They finished
nets in the early going, as PVAMU and Cornelius Hester (25 points),
Coach John Cochran was frank. He their weekend with a similar sweep
said, "Everyone has to step up...we of MVSU, 7-0. Over the weekend, By Ryan Rudd
trailed ASU 31-22 at the half. The along with freshman forward Casey
can win if everyone plays." The Prai- three schools (Southern women, Panther Staff
Panthers came back from halftime Cantey (22 points) all filled up the
looking to close the gap, but Ala- scoring board for the Bulldogs.
rie View men's and women's teams Grambling and Arkansas-Pine Bluff
bama State, with the help of senior Despite playing poor defense, the
sought to achieve those words as men) finished with unblemished records.
It
appears
that
both
the
men
guard Brandon Brooks who posted Panthers managed to score some
they embarked to Baton Rouge, La.
and
women
are
in
a
the
hunt
durThe month of March is 17 points, eight assists, and five re- points of their own. The Panthers
to take on the rest of the SWAC in the
ing
the
most
heated
SWAC
race
in
considered
the most important bounds, was simply too much for received solid play from guards Tim
East-West roundup on February 27years.
month
of
the
year, as far as college the Panthers to handle on that night. Meadows who contributed 17 points
March 1. The Lady Pahthers posted
hoop
fans
are
concerned. From the Despite a hard-nose effort, the Pan- and four steals, and Michael Griffin
a quality 3-2 record that placed tied
bracket-busting conference tour- thers ended up losing the game by a who posted 17 points and 4 assists.
for second with Grambling.
Junior forwards Dorian McDaniel
naments, all the way down to the final score of 64-49.
On Friday morning, they
One of the main reasons and Hugee also had solid pefornail-biting Final Four, the month of
began their marathon weekend by
March features some of the happiest why the Panthers lost is their poor mances against AAMU, as McDaniel
taking on the Lady Tigers of Jackmoments in college basketball. For performance from beyond the arch. added 13 points and eight rebounds
son State. Surprisingly, the Lady
many programs, it is their common The Panthers shot only 5-23 from and Hugee had 15 points and four
Panthers came out flat as they lost
goal to finish the month of February behind the line, and 33.9 percent blocks.
a competitive set of matches against
The Panthers are now one
on a good note, hoping that their from the entire field. The Panthers
JSU. That afternoon, the Lady Pangame
under
the .500 mark, as they
did
however
get
solid
play
from
strong
play
in
that
month
will.
carry
thers took on the Lady Bulldogs of
now
stand
at
14-15, 10-6 and they
freshman
guard
Alex
Richman
and
over
into
March
as
they
make
their
Alabama A&M without standout
are
only
five
games
removed from
push to enter and advance to the junior forward Darnell Hugee, who
Melanie Brown due to a shoulder
first
place
in
the
SWAC
standings.
both added nine points for the PanNCAA tournament.
injury. Although the Lady Panthers
Unfortunately
for
the
Panthers
they
For the men's basketball thers.
improved on their rooming perforhave
only
two
games
left,
Alcorn
From
Montgomery,
the
team, the month of February was
mance, they came up juSt on th e
filled with ups and downs. Starting Panthers then headed to Normal, State on March s and Southern on.
short end, 4-3. On Saturday, th e
out in second place in the SWAC Ala. to face the Bulldogs of Alabama March 7.
Lady Panthers bounced back strongIt is imperative that Rimm
standings,
the 4-2 record for the A&M. Eager to avoid having a winly aided by the return of Brown.
and
his
squad win the next two
month severely hurt the Panthers' less road trip, the Panthers knew
They defeated a decent Al:<>rn state
games,
in
order to get the best poschances of getting a good seeding that they would have to bring their
Lady Braves squad, and m the afsible
seed
in the SWAC tourney.
in the SWAC tournament. The Pan- A-game. Playing before a crowd of an
ternoon, dominated the Lady Horestimated
1,800,
the
Panthers
came
thers (13-14, 9-5) Were scheduled
nets of Alabama State. On Sunday,
to play two games last week, Qne out and played a solid first half. They
th
the Lady Panthers concluded eir
against Alabama State, which sits shot a much better percentage from
good weekend showing with a sound
first in the sWAC standings and the field against AAMU, as they shot
thumping of Mississippi Valley state
Alabama A&M who escaped from ss.6 percent from the field. After a
7-0.
Prairie View with a last minute over- long bard battle with the Bulldogs,
As for the men, they posttime win on Feb. z. Looking to win the Panthers managed to return
ed a 4-1 weekend that has Cochran
back first place in the SWAC stand- the favor of delivering a last minthinking of a SWAC title. Led
ings and avenge their loss earlier ute home court loss, winning the
quality playing from Jose Garcia,
this month the third place Panthers game by a final count of82-80. Even
Joshua Chavez, and Kudakw~he
obviously had their Work cut out for though they managed to pull out a
Nyatoti they battled a slow F1:1day
By Ronald Smith, The Panther
win Coach Rimm cannot be pleased
them.
mornin~ start to fend off the Tigers
2
On Feb- 8, the Panthers with his team's defensive efforts.
of Jackson State. That afternoon,
The Panthers allowed three
they disposed of an overconfident Strong performance: The entered Montgomery, Ala. to fa~e different players to score 20 or more
the ASU on their borne floor. This
and overmatched Alabama A&M Prairie View A&M men's team
points, in a two point win. J~nior
critical first place SWAC standings
·
the men
guards
Tant Simpson (24 pomts)
squad. The next mor~ng,
flat finished the tournament 4-1 . matchup appeared to favor the Horsuffered their own hiccup as a

Panther Staff

Panthers start conference schedule with Southern

Panthers win one, lose one during important road trip
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Celebrating Black Historv
Who is Bessie Co(eman?
By Shanchez Hill
Panther Staff

Bessie Coleman was born
on Jan. 26, 1892, in Atlanta, Texas,
the tenth of 13 children born to a
large, poor, southern, African-American family, George and Susan Coleman. When she was 2 years old, her
family settled in Waxahachie, Texas,
and ran a cotton-picking business.
Coleman began school at the age
of six and had to walk four miles
each day to her all-black, one-room
school. Despite sometimes lacking
such materials as chalk and pencils,
Coleman was an excellent student.
When Coleman turned 23
she headed to Chicago to live with
two of her older brothers, hoping to
make something of herself. But the
Windy City didn't offer more to an
African-American woman than did
Texas. After World War I Bessie began to hear soldiers returning from
war tell wild tales of flying exploits
that first interested Coleman in aviation. She was also spurred on by
her brother, who taunted her with
claims that French women were superior to African-American women
because they could fly. In fact, very
few American women of any race
had pilot licenses in 1918. Those
who did were predominantly white
and wealthy. Every flying school
that Coleman approached refused
to admit her because she was both
black and a woman. On the advice

WHO IS
JOSEPHINE
BAKER?

of Robert Abbott, the owner of the lot.
Thousands
of people By Kadrion Haskins
"Chicago Defender" and one of the
first African-American millionaires, mourned Bessie's death -- from Panther Contributor
Coleman decided to learn to fly in Jacksonville and Orlando to ChicaFrance. When Coleman decided she go, where her body was transported
She was born Freda Josewanted to learn to fly, the double by train. Three funerals were held;
phine
McDonald
in St. Louis, Mo
stigma of her race and gender meant one in each of those cities. An estion
June
3,
1906
to
washerwoman
that she would have to trave) to mated 10,000 people paid their last
Carrie
McDonald
and
vaudeville
respects at the memorial service at
France to realize her dreams.
Bessie became famous Pilgrim Baptist Church in Chicago. drummer Eddie Carson. Eddie
and was then called "Brave Bessie" She was buried at Lincoln Cemetery. abandoned them shortly afterand later became known as "Queen It wasn't until after her death that ward and Carrie married a kind
Bess," facing the double standards Bessie received the recognition she but perpetually unemployed man
named Arthur Martin. She got a
of racial and gender discrimination deserved.
job
waitressing at The Old Chaufin early 20th-century America, but
In 1929, Lt. William J.
overcame such challenges to become Powell founded the Bessie Coleman feur's Club when she was 13 years
the first African-American woman Aero Club, the aviation school she'd old. While waiting tables she met
to earn a pilot's license. Coleman longed to establish, in Los Angeles. and had a brief marriage to Wilnot only thrilled audiences with her In 1931, the Challenger Pilots' As- lie Wells. While it was unusual
skills as a barnstormer, but she also sociation of Chicago did their first for a woman during her era, Jobecame a role model for women and annual flyover above Lincoln Cem- sephine never depended on a man
African-Americans. Her very pres- etery, in honor of her. In 1934, Pow- for financial support. Therefore,
ence in the air threatened prevailing ell dedicated his book Black Wings she never hesitated to leave when
contemporary stereotypes. She also to her memory. And in 1977 women a relationship soured. She was
fought segregation when she could pilots in the Chicago region founded married and divorced three more
times, to American Willie Baker
by using her influence as a celeb- the Bessie Coleman Aviators Club.
rity to effect change, no matter how
In 1990, a road near Chica- in 1921 whose last name she chose
small.
go's O'Hare Airport was re-named to keep, Frenchman Jean Lion
One day, Bessie and her Bessie Coleman Drive, and two years in 1937 from whom she attained
mechanic-pilot took the airplane for later, Chicago declared May 2, 1992, French citizenship, and French
a test run. It malfunctioned and the Bessie Coleman Day. In 1995, the orchestra leader Jo Bouillon in
mechanic lost control. Too short to U.S. Postal Department issued the 1947, who helped to raise her 12
see over the cockpit's edge, Bessie Bessie Coleman stamp. And finally, adopted children from around the
was not wearing a seatbelt so she in 2000, Bessie Coleman was in- world, she called them the "Raincould lean over to check out the field. ducted into the Texas Aviation Hall bow Tribe".
Josephine toured the
The plane suddenly accelerated and of Fame. Queen Bessie proved that
United
States
with the Jones Famflipped over. She plummeted 1,500 people did not have to be shackled
ily
Band
and
the
Dixie Steppers in
feet. Upon impact, every bone in her by their gender or the color of their
1919,
performing
various comical
body was crushed and she died. The skin to succeed and realize their
skits.
When
the
troupes
split, she
plane crashed nearby, killing the pi- dreams.
tried to advance as a chorus girl for
The Dixie Steppers in Sissie and
Blake's production Shuffle Along.
She was rejected because she was
"too skinny and too dark." Undeterred, she learned the chorus
line's routines while working as a
dresser. In 1925, Josephine Baker
went to Paris where, after the jazz
revue La Revue Negre failed, her
comic ability and jazz dancing
drew attention of the director of
the Folies Bergere. Her jaw-dropping performance, including a

costume of 16 bananas strung into a
skirt, cemented her celebrity status.
Virtually an instant hit, Josephine
Baker became one of the best-known
entertainers in both France and much
of Europe. Her exotic sensual act
reinforced the creative images coming out of the Harlem Renaissance in
America.
She was later awarded the
Medal of the Resistance with Rosette
and named a Chevalier of the Legion
of Honor by the French government
for hard work and dedication. In 1951,
Josephine Baker was refused ser:vice at the famous Stork Club in New
York City. Yelling at Columnist Walter
Winchell, another patron of the club
for not coming to her assistance, she
accused Winchell of communist and
fascist sympathies. Therefore, Josephine responded by crusading for
racial equality, refusing to entertain
in any club or theater that was not
integrated, and thereby breaking the
color bar at many establishments. The
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
named May 20 Josephine Baker Day
in honor of her efforts and in 1963, she
spoke at the March in Washington at
the side of Martin Luther King Jr.
On April 8, 1975 Josephine
premiered at the Bobino Theater in
Paris. The reviews were among her
best ever. Days later, however, Josephine slipped into a coma. She died
from a cerebral hemorrhage at 5 a.m.
on April 12. More than 20,000 people
gathered around the streets of Paris to
watch the funeral. The French government honored Josephine Baker
with a 21 gun salute, however, making
her the first African-American woman
to be buried in France with military
honors. Years later Josephine's works
were still inspiring people and winning them over throughout the world.
In 1991, HBO released the Josephine
Baker Story which received two Emmys for Outstanding Lead Actress in
Miniseries. The movie also picked up
one of three Golden Globe nominations.
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Fashion show hits

By Shayna Walker &
Lionel Mosby Jr.
LH/AE Editor & Sports Editor

February 24-28 designated. SIFE'
· Week' at Prairie
• s Fashion
View A&M University, spotlighted
student models, designer fashion
shows and business expo and hair
~howcase. Since fashion is a lifestyle
that should be lived 24/7, Celestial
!fall, the event producer, set out to
include a myriad of events. There
was something for every one from
the obvious to the sublime.
Several days of fashion
hair, art, accessories and parti~
came together Monday through
Saturday for the first ever Fashion
Week Prairie View. It was a fashion
triumph for Hall, a sophomore marketing/fashion design major from
Missouri City, Texas.
The purpose of the event
was to showcase the talented students at the university based on the
strong interest in fashion at the uniyersity. It also provided an opportunity to educate and entertain the
students while creating economic
opportunities for the young designers.
The great kickoff was a

down the floor run~ay to be judged
for prizes. Judges included Johnie
L. Jones, III, SGA President, Anita
Jones, SIFE vice president (no relation) and Ms. CaJil~hell, cosmetologist of Beaumont. First place went to
Hurd.
· Hall said th~ event spotlighted fashion and it also showcased local models and artists that
students could identify with and
earn the right to say "I knew them
when!" In fact, the student photographers also got the. chance to participate and get the nght shot.
"There is so much talent
at Prairie View A&M University
and am glad that the students took
advantage of the opportunity to be
seen in a positive light," says Roberts. "I am very proud of Celestial
and her leadership in taking on this
monumental event. For three years
I looked for this to happen and Miss
Hall stepped up to the plate and
made it happen."
With the success of the
event, Celestial is confident that
next year's event will be tops. "It's
going to be really big," says Hall.
More works from artists and photographers will be included. Hall
plans to expand the event to Houston through collaborations with the
Fashion Groups, modeling agencies
and other industry personnel. In

seminar on African-Americans in
Fashions featuring Ms. Jacquelyn
White, consumer science coordinator for the PVAMU Cooperative Extension Service, and Mr. Frederick
V. Roberts, Esquire Assistant Director of Career Services and SIPE advisor. The audience shared in the experiences from the African-inspired
fashions, textiles and colors through
the contemporary designers including Willi Smith and Karl Kani.
Next was the Fashion Show
of Shows featuring emerging student designers, Claratoli by Celestial Hall, UJ Fashions by Uniquka,
Ettrina Mill of Emill, Exotic by Jazz
Dot, Skinny Guy by Tory Ramirez,
Spank Me by Brittney, Ro Collections by Summer Shepard and Nenaji by Nenaji. The designers' work
highlighted the making of the PV
Man and Woman segment in a cascade of colors and cuts, loaded with
tribal accessories and flair. The show
was exuberant, extravagant and
exotic. Visiting Houston Designers
Dutchesz by Monica, JR Lecour by
Terry Ladett-Hall and Top Notch
Designs by Mocca chimed in with
designs to cap the evening showcase.
Book-ending the week was the stylistic hair show by two rising cosmetologists - Brittani Hurd and Blessing Okonkwo. 20 models adorned
the latest in hair design strutted

H;4~EM HEl(jHTS

Panther Contributor
March 2, 2009 at 7:00
Michael Williams, marketing representative at Prairie View A&M
University, hosted the screening
of BETs young hot new show Harlem Heights. Michael Williams was
one of many in the nation to win a
competition that allowed him to be
a prompter for all BET shows and
events. This competition goes on
a point scale where the winner gets
a chance to attend the BET Awards
Show. The screening of Harlem
'Heights here on Prairie View's campus helps give BET feed back to the
type of things we would like or don't
like to see, while giving out things
like headphones, T-shirts, etc.
Harlem Heights is a show
that gives a clear view into the lives
of some of Harlem's best. Bridget, a
;gr~duate from Spellman University,

found herself in Harlem by way of
aninternship With MTV Radio that
allowed here the experience and
passion to welcome the Harlem life
style. Ashlie, a New Jersey native,
lived a suburban life style but always
loved they city life and the connections and choices it offers. Briana, a
fashion queen trying to start her line
of bags, lives in Manhattan independently with the drive and motivation
to become a well-known fashion designer.
Brooke, only child from
Baltimore, is pushing to work in the
1V/Film industry, and is lives to
build a better life. Christian, basketball player gone business man,
went to school in Atlanta, but enjoys
the distinctive New Yorker swagger. Jason, a.k.a Young Harlem, is
struggling between the streets and
what's best, but working towards a
better life for him and his daughter.
Landon, living in his father's foot
steps, has a good head on his shoul-

Perry Osborne-Johnson, The Panther

Pose for the camera: Models prepare for take-off.
preparation for the activities, Hall
has her eyes on Fashion Week New
York set for September/October
2009 to network and gain experiences to enhance the show. But first

Hall, along with Ryan Harris, Terina
Smith and Uniquka Johnson will attend Fashion Career Day in Houston on March 10 sponsored by the
Fashion Group Foundation.

''Neat''

BET Presents:
By Silvestel" Robin.son

li "i-~ifKM@fflHllll

ders working with the community
and understanding that change isn't
up to Obama but it up to the people.
Pierre, moved to New York to live
the dream, builds low income houses but is all about business until he's
around the crew.
The premiere of Harlem
starts off in a big way expressing
the emotions and thoughts that ran
through billions of young mines as
they watched the first African American become the forty-forth(44th)
president. The issue of a black
president and those American's that
are wajting on change instead of
putting things into action was the
focus point or main point expressed
in episode one. Followed by episode
two, which was more personal and
slowly unfolding the essence of Harlem Heights. As these eight young
adults continue on there journey in
life millions will watch and compare
the issues and situations our peers
have in common.

Play takes students on
journey to the past
same age because of Neat's disability. The vision direction of the play
By Shuntia Wheeler
was to portray what one may see on
the outside may not represent what
Panther Contributor
is on the inside. According to Dixon,
"Neat has something more to give
Neat is a multi-faceted, than what one may see, and it comes
African-American woman who has from inside and taking it to presence
a brain injury and lives with her to now makes it more present with
mom in Atlanta, Ga, but soon moves Neat."
Kellen Kidd and Warren
to New York to live with her niece,
Charlayne Woodard. The title char- Blackmon were also a part of the
acter of Benetta Harris, Neat, was cast. Ebony Burton served as the
performed by more than one actor. host for the evening. The audience is
Destiny Anderson, Savannah Jones, captivated by the characters, the stoAmber Robinson all portrayed the ryline, sound, and last, but not least,
characters Neat and Charlayne. Set the director's vision. Exploration of
in the 1950s the drama explores life through Neat's and Charlayne's
themes of black pride and the femi- journey is the centerpiece of this
nist movement. The play was written play. Neat is a special person who
by Woodard, and directed by Prairie proves to b e extraordinary on the
View Drama Department instruc- inside. The play illustrated that evtor, Rachel H. Dixon. The play was erybody has a purpose and although
presented by the Prairie View A&M someone may not look like you or act
University Department of Music and like you, he or she serves a purpose.
Theatre and The Charles Gilpin Play- Athenia Johnson, a sophomore and
ers on Wednesday, Feb.25, 2009 at nutrition major spoke highly of the
·7 p.m., Thursday at 4 p.m., Friday at play saying, "it was real, it made me
7 p.m., and Saturday at 4 p.m. Neat think about what was going on durtakes on the relationship between ing that time period and it actually
an older woman and her younger placed me in that frame of mind."
niece, both often appear to be the

The Answers
Weekly Update for Freshmen
STUDY NOW
OR REGRET IT LATER!!

1DAY

TO
MIDRMS

You must have bad a grade of 'C' (OR'S') or better in your
developmental class (es) at mid-terms to be able to pre-register for fall 2010.
Check out the following URL: http://calendar .pvamu.edu/ for information about our Quick
THEA testing schedule or call 936-261-3610.
UC congratulates all the participants in the UC Black History Talent Explosion with a special
thanks to the Professional Advisors who put this activity together!!

MORE UC ACADEMIC SUPERSTARS: , Alfreda Batts, Courtney Brooks, Brea
Foster Christine Williams, Sonia Alexander, Kyrnberli Barrett, Gwendolyn ColemnanSheph~rd, Marie Garza, As~a Hob~s, Brionne ?randison, Amber Holland, Shantel
Johnson, Whitney Jones, Ke1ana M1tchell, Jessica Patterson, Zataria Pirtle, Sbaunteria
Simmons, Karla Wooten, Bianca Yo~ng, ShaTawna Young, Natasha Forde, Victoria
Jones, Charity Hwankpa, Symone R1ch~rd, Janda Shipp, Katrina Stephens, Jenae
Bazile Kayla Benton, Taylor Brown, Jaimee Cole, Jordan Etters, Shantiniqua Harris,
Teronica Horace, Florida Jaimes, Eboney Jones, Olufunbi Ogundele, Chasity Rasco,
Quintonna Rhodes, Whitney Washington, Jade Watson, Obioma Akaluso, wade
Matthew Marcus Benjamin, Kudakwasbe Nyatoti, William Kinzer, Jason Foster,
JaMarcu~ Grace, Michael Mathews, Jamal McKnight, Markus Patschke, Quentin Rose,
Matthew Summers, Brian Any~nwu, De~arcus Briers, Preston Gaines, Sbanton ?ore,
Ad.thya Joolukuntla, Troy Collins, Kendnc Garmon, rRon Gooch, Melvin Harris,
M:lcolm McGhie, Krystain Blakenship, Rachel Duffield, Grace Woods. watch this pace
for more Superstars.

1. Why hasn't CAB put on any events for the semester yet? 2. Who
·got the text about the concert in the MSC and actually showed up?
3. Which CABE-Board member was stealing ideas in the front row
of every event during Fashion Week? 4. Which supportive CABEBoard member said Fashion Week would fail? 5. Does one game
night give them room to talk? 6. Which CAB member stayed behind
after the hair show to get stylists to join their team? 7. Who has officially lost their faith in SGA? 8. Has it become the official campus
resume boost er? 9. Why does SGA care more about PV Choice
Awards than actual student issues? 10. Whose bright idea was it to
give the SGA senators their own plaques when elections are around
the corner? 11. Now that Black History Month is over, does anybody
plan on seeing President Wright before graduation? 12. What's the
point of having "Meet The Senators" this late in the year? 13. Who
was the guy at the Delta gala wearing a vest with no sleeves underneath? 14. Who can't seem to leave the hood at home? 15. Where
is Ms. Pat? 16. Since Tau Beta Sigma caravanned, is KKPsi next? 17.
Should SGA hire the Kappas to promote all of their events since they
can't do it themselves? 18. Is the student body being heard if the student body voted them in? 19. Does anybody care about SpringFest
or this upcoming SGA election? 20 . Why do you think CAB hasn't
put on any events?

Like or dislike what you see? Send your questions to
panther@pvamu.edu or The Panther Newspaper on Facebook
This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted are not the views of The Panther.
want to tell us what you think? Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 2 19 MSC or
e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the discretion of The Panther.
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Calendar & Events

Friday, March 6

Saturday, March 7

Sunday, Marci, 8

Monday, March 9

Tuesday, March 10

Wednesday, March 11

FOCCS
Bible Study, Student
Center Lounge

Young Leaders for Christ
Bible Study, W.R. Banks

All-Faiths Chapel
Worship Experience
LO a.m.- J J:30 a.m.

The Light
Bible Study, Student
Lounge Rm. 218

Back to Basics
Fashion Show/Etiquette
Dinner, Ballroom

Women's Council for
Leadership
Author Mrs. LaNier
Turner-Frazier, Football
Wives Who Win &
Workshop: Prairie View
Women Who Shine,

FOCCS
Prayer Circle, Water
Fountain

Zeta Phi Beta
A Little Sugar Can Hurt,
New Science Rm. 101

Educational Leadership
Waymon Webster
Professional Growth
Conference, MSC
Auditorium Rm. l l l /1(,
MSC Foyer

Thursday, March 5

Rm. 205

Young Leaders for Christ
Bible Study, W.R. Banks

Rm. 205
Delta Sigma Theta
Elephant Walk, Campus
Walk

Women's Council for
Leadership
Imitation of Life Part II,
Movie & Discussion,
Stodent Lounge

Society of Women
Engineers
Seminar: Do You Know
How To Act In The
Corporate World?, New
Electrical Engineering
Auditorium

R~ruitment
Children Cluster Program,
Ballroom Rm. 204

Classy Gentlemen
Movie Knight, New
Science Rm. 303
Women's Council for
Leadership
Daughters of the Dust,
Movie & Discussion,
Student Lounge

Partly sunny and nice
Htgh: 81 °F
Lo : 60°F

High: 78 °F
Low: 59°F

High: '76 •F
low• 58 •f

High: 76°F
Low: 58 Of

Cloudy, a bower in the
p.m.
High: 76 °F
Low: 60°F

CAB
Hump Day, Alumni Field
Catholic Newman
Association
Ash Wednesday, Chapel
Young Leaders for Christ
Bible Study, W.R. Banks

Rm.205
Society of Women
Engineers
Study Hall, WR Banks
Rrn.204

Women's Council for
Leadership
Tea Party, Ballroom

Cloudy with a t-stonn or
two
High: 78 •p
Low: 50°F

